BOOK ONE SPELLS
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(A to G)
ADESDUM
Pronunciation: [Uh-DEZ-dum].
Use: Adesdum is a spell that conjures an unseen object from a nearby or distant location.
Classification: Sanguinati spell.
Incantation: The user of this spell must chant Adesdum (plus the name of the object to be
conjured.)
Users: Creighton and Rose taught this spell to Valor and Doomsy.
Ranking: Second level.
Correspondences: Wand spell.

Limitations: This spell doesn’t conjure a seen object or an object that has a security spell placed
on it. It has also been known to have fewer success rates if the object is too many miles away,
especially across large bodies of water.

COUNTDOWN TO UNCONSCIOUSNESS
Use: Countdown To Unconsciousness is a spell to put another living being to sleep.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: The user of this spell must chant Two, four, six, unconscious he/she has slipped.
Users: Harwin Hollapolk.
Ranking: First level.
Correspondences: Incantation. Wand spell.
Limitations: This spell is temporary.

FASCINO PROXIMUS
Pronunciation: [FĂH-sin-oh PRAHX-eh-muhs].
Rhymes with: Fast in snow, rocks, and dust.
Use: Fascino Proximus is a spell that makes known the last spell that a wand or magic staff has
cast.
Classification: Sanguinati spell.
Incantation: Fascino Proximus.
Users: The vigilespion, soothsayers, and ministry.
Ranking: Magister level.
Correspondences: Wand or staff spell.
Limitations: The last user of a wand or staff might have used an erase spell. The erase spell can
also be detected, but this might be safer than someone knowing a potentially incriminating spell.

GELPOOH POUSY CUPORE
Pronunciation: [Jell-POO POW-see Q-poor-ee].

Use: This incantation is supposedly used for healing burns.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Gelpooh pousy cupore.
Users: Minty Kraneswaddle.
Ranking: Witchdoctor usage mostly.
Correspondences: This chant is used with therapeutic goop.
Limitations: It isn’t instant and the goop can irritate some skin.

GONDA ONDA DUBLA
Pronunciation: [GAHN-duh AHN-duh DUB-bluh].
Use: Incantation used for activating a portable portal.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Gonda Onda Dubla.
Users: Urbanne LaRock AKA O Enchantedness.
Ranking: Vespercestorial usage only.
Correspondences: A portable portal.
Limitations: It leaves behind a lingering fog of purple smoke.
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(H to P)
HALLUHBE, GALLUHBE, CRUXALING, BELLABEE
Pronunciation: [HUH-luh-be GULL-uh-be KRUX-uh-ling BELL-uh-bee].
Use: The incantation to begin a transfiguration spell.
Classification: Sanguinati Transfiguration Spell.
Incantation: Halluhbe, Galluhbe, Cruxaling, Bellabee.
Users: LaRecia Davis.
Ranking: Fourth level.
Correspondences: One of many transfiguration wand spells.

Limitations: Each transfiguration spell requires a different incantation, and sometimes the results
can be irreversible.

HALUSID REDRANA WOCKBY
Pronunciation: [Huh-LOU-sid Red-RAH-nah WAHK-bee].
Use: A spell that sends a wave of energy at a target, before turning it into a red cobra.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Halusid Redrana Wockby.
Users: Used by Gereon McMahon.
Ranking: Eighth level, which is graduate level.
Correspondences: A hickory wand.
Limitations: The wand must be hickory. The target must be a living person or thing. Red cobras
are deadly.

INFLAMMOMANO
Pronunciation: [In-FLAM-moe-MAN-oh].
Rhymes with: Big candles, Rambo.
Use: Inflammomano is a spell to light a fire.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Inflammomano.
Users: Most first level apprentices and up.
Ranking: First level.
Correspondences: A wand spell.
Limitations: Only ignites an area the size of fireplace logs or smaller.

MANIPULATION SPELLS
Use: Manipulation Spells are used by witches to manipulate another living being into
submission.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.

Incantation: Various incantations and spell commands.
Users: Tilta Crumpecker sent her dwarves to put a Plague of Persuasion spell/curse on Valor
McRaven.
Ranking: First level to magister level depending on the spell.
Correspondences: A wand, staff, and incantation.
Limitations: Manipulation Spells are similar to the Sorcerers’ Power of Persuasion, except
Sanguinati spells require an incantation along with a potion, staff, or wand to activate.

PLAGUE OF PERSUASION
Pronunciation: [PLAYguh of Purr-SWAY-shun].
Rhymes with: Case of her fake gum.
Use: Plague of Persuasion is a Manipulation Spell/Curse that inflicts disease on someone. The
curse manifests when the group or individual starts to rebel against the spell-caster’s will.
Classification: Sanguinati Manipulation Spell.
Incantation: The user of this spell must chant Lunacy, leprosy, scabby feet, and other diseases A
to Z, fall upon thee for any willful heresy.
Users: Tilta Crumpecker. Ministerial workers at Grossatete Sanatorium.
Ranking: Magister level.
Correspondences: Plague Potion from a Besprinkling Wand along with an incantation.
Limitations: This spell must be sanctioned by the Head Vespercestor.

POWER OF PERSUASION SPELLS
Use: Power of Persuasion Spells are used by Sorcerers to manipulate another living being into
submission.
Classification: Sorcery.
Incantation: Various incantations and spell commands. Powerful Sorcerers may be able to will
someone (AKA mental magic) into submission without an incantation.
Ranking: Beginner sorcery to master level depending on the spell.
Correspondences: Hand-casting and/or an incantation. More powerful and advanced spells may
require a planetary correspondence to work.
Limitations: Power of Persuasion are similar to the Sanguinati Manipulation Spells, except
Sanguinati spells require an incantation and potion or wand to activate.

PROCURIAMO
Pronunciation: [Pro-CURE-ee-AH-moe].
Use: Procuriamo fetches an object within viewing distance.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: The user of this spell must chant Procuriamo (plus the name of the object to be
conjured.)
Users: Creighton and Rose taught this spell to Valor and Doomsy in Book One.
Ranking: First level.
Correspondences: Wand spell.
Limitations: The spell doesn’t conjure an unseen object or an object that has a security spell
placed on it.

REVEAL CONCEAL SPELL
Use: Reveal Conceal Spells reveal concealed objects.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Various: The users of this spell must speak an incantation with personalized code
words.
Users: Creighton Crowley.
Ranking: First level.
Correspondences: Wand spell used along with a coded incantation that Sanguinati witches
personalize.
Limitations: This spell won’t reveal an object that has a security spell placed on it.
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(S to Z)
SKIDOO PASSAPANTANZY
Pronunciation: [Skid-oh PASS-uh-pan-TAN-zee].
Use: Skidoo Passapantanzy is a fast acceleration spell.

Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Skidoo Passapantanzy.
Users: Valor McRaven.
Ranking: Basic level.
Correspondences: Wand spell.
Limitations: This spell is mild and only works on moving objects.

SOLVO VINCIO
Pronunciation: [SAHL-voh VINCE-ee-oh].
Use: Solvo Vincio is a spell to loosen, untie, release, free, dissolve, or break up objects.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Solvo Vincio.
Ranking: Third level.
Correspondences: Wand or staff spell.
Limitations: Requires sharp visualization and exact wand movement according to one’s intended
use.

SORTES SANCTORUM
Pronunciation: [SORE-tease SANK-tour-um].
Use: Sortes Sanctorum is both a form of magic as well as a spell.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell. Mysticism, where it is listed as a Mystic Manifestation.
Incantation: Used as a spell, the incantation Sortes Sanctorum must be spoken to a scroll or book,
to make an unsuspecting person open the book to an intended page or paragraph. As a form of
magic, some Sanguinati believe that if they carelessly open a particular book (usually the
Controssua) and it falls open to a page or paragraph that tells them what they want to hear or that
feels familiar, then they are somehow chosen or powerful, or the passage is prophetic.
Users: Urbanne LaRock, Teddyus Manoj, Houmas McRaven, and Doomsy Gloomsy.
Ranking: As a form of magic, it is Basic level. As a spell, it is Mid-level.
Correspondences: Incantation, Serendipity Magic, or magic wand.
Limitations: As a form of magic, this spell is subject to much speculation.

TWIGA-TWIGA CHIKA BRISTLE LISTEN TO MY WORDS. HEXIBABBA
TEZATOBA DARK MAGIC PURGE.

Pronunciation: [TWIG-uh TWIG-uh CHICK-uh Bristle listen to my words. HEX-ee-bah-buh
TEZ-uh-toe-buh dark magic purge ].
Use: This is a broom purification chant for sanatorium inmates.
Classification: Sanguinati Spell.
Incantation: Twiga-Twiga Chika Bristle break for the urge. Hexibabba Tezatoba Dark Magic
purge.
Users: Sanatorium inmates.
Ranking: Basic Level.
Correspondences: Chant and a Chika Bristle broom.
Limitations: Some feel that it’s a useless incantation to purge dark magic. It takes time to do the
chant.

UNAJURIES MAXACEPTIC
Pronunciation: [Un-uh-JUR-ees MAX-uh-SEP-tick].
Use: Unajuries Maxaceptic is a healing spell.
Classification: Sorcery.
Incantation: Unajuries Maxaceptic.
Users: Valor McRaven.
Ranking: Beginner sorcery.
Correspondences: This is a hand-casted spell corresponding with the planet Venus.
Limitations: Mostly used on flesh wounds, but it doesn’t always work on serious wounds.

VELVAREPLICAS, BESTUFFAGUS, DUPLICAS
Pronunciation: [Vell-vuh-REP-pluh-cuss Be-STUFF-uh-guss DEW-pluh-cuss].
Use: Velvareplicas, Bestuffagus, Duplicas is a spell to duplicates an object or living thing.

Classification: Sorcery.
Incantation: Velvareplicas, Bestuffagus, Duplicas.
Users: Valor McRaven.
Ranking: Mid-level sorcery.
Correspondences: Neptune. Hand casted.
Limitations: This spell requires water or moisture to activate. It won’t duplicate a person. The
duplicated object will usually deteriorate, or prove to be tainted or useless in the long run.
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